CH RESOURCE VIETNAM
GRAPHIC DESIGNER

BACKEND DEVELOPER ROR

About CH-Resource Vietnam
Founded in 2014, CH Resource Viet Nam is a market-leading platform for access to Digital
Super Wallet.
Headquartered in Singapore, we specialize in on-and-off ramp services for Digital Super Wallet
with local currencies, and we are present in multiple countries across the Asia Pacific.
Our platform was founded by Singaporean entrepreneurs, and we are backed by prominent
investors from Silicon Valley such as Tim Draper, Josh Jones, as well as established venture
capital firms such as Boost VC.

Key Responsibilities




Full-stack developer to maintain and develop online services.
Work closely with the product development team to improve our platforms and contribute
feature ideas and designs (visual & conceptual) for our website, mobile and web and
applications.



Participate in user testing on production.

Requirements


Degree or Diploma in Computer Science, Computer or Electronics Engineering,
Information Technology or related disciplines.



4+ years of software development experience (with at least 2 years in Ruby on Rails).



Good UI/UX design sense and able to develop designs in HTML/CSS/JS.



Familiar with at least one front-end UI framework: AngularJS, ReactJS, EmberJS.



Able to apply good security practices.



Pedantic about software engineering best practices: code formatting, refactoring, easy to
maintain, etc.



Enjoy challenging (and fun) software development work.



Keen to communicate with the team (err on the side of over communicating).
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Language barriers aside, you must be willing to make an effort to communicate as much
as possible.



Overthink security.



Able to communicate in English.

Nice to have


Familiar with and passionate about digital assets, its network and protocol.



Able to code in multiple languages: Java, Scala, Golang, Ruby.

Benefits
Being an Engineer at CH Resource Vietnam, you will experience a youthful, flexible and
creative work environment!


MacBook or high-end laptop for working



Attractive salary and annual salary review



Working in a professional, friendly, well-equipped environment both with foreigners and
Vietnamese.



Extensive on job training, you will always have a chance to work with new emerging
technologies.



Full social insurance, health insurance & unemployment insurance according to Vietnam
Labor Law.



13th month salary.



PVI Health Care.



Enjoy diversified activities: Happy Friday, Monthly Team-building, Company trip, Play
Game (Board games), Play Sport (Football, Badminton...).
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